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QUESTION 1

Which two methods can be used to assign a Deployment Solution imaging job using the drag and drop technique?
(Select two.) 

A. Drop the job on a saved search. 

B. Drop the job on the list pane heading. 

C. Drop the job on the Policiesblade. 

D. Drop the job on the Computersblade. 

E. Drop the job on the Manage > Computers menu bar. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two rule details should be included in a policy to allow a specific version of an Integrated Development
Environment to run? (Select two.) 

A. MD5 hash 

B. file version 

C. internal name 

D. file path 

E. file type 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Based on a corporate policy, every 12 months one-third of the organization\\'s computers are replaced with new
systems. This results in very large purchase orders being placed all at the same time. Their current replacement
processes cause significant productivity losses for the users during the replacement period. What can Deployment
Solution do to help reduce their productivity losses? 

A. It can simplify the deployment process by bundling all steps for new system builds into a single automated policy
including operating systemdeployment, software provisioning, and user configuration. 

B. It can allow for automatic creation of new computer records from an imported lists of computer information from the
manufacturers, whichsimplifies the imaging process. 

C. It can simplify the process of computer deployments to departments by coordinating with an Active Directory
connector for automatedconfiguration setting tasks. 

D. It can add an interface in the console to simplify and synchronize deployment schedules by allowing department
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heads to enter personalmaintenance plans. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An endpoint computer boots into WinPE Automation for initial deployment. After two hours waiting in WinPE, however,
nothing happens. Which two items should be checked? (Select two.) 

A. the SBS Server logs to verify endpoint communication with the server 

B. the endpoint computer to ensure the PECTAgent is active in memory 

C. the imaging task to verify that it is assigned to the endpoint computer 

D. the BootWiz driver store to ensure appropriate network drivers are present for the endpoint 

E. the SBS Server config files to verify they are aware of the endpoint computer 

F. the PXE Server Configuration to ensure it is configured to respond to Initial Deployment computers 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

A Deployment Solution administrator needs to re-image an employee\\'s hard disk without losing an important, existing
folder. How can the administrator deploy the computer image without erasing the existing folder? 

A. Use a File Preservation task to mark the important folder as one to preserve during imaging. 

B. Deploy an image using the RapidDeploy imaging engine using the File Preservationfeature. 

C. Use a PC Transplant task to mark the important folder as one to preserve during imaging. 

D. Deploy an image using the Ghost imaging engine using the File Preservationfeature. 

Correct Answer: D 
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